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Abstract

We formalize a universal unication algorithm for the class of equational theories
which is induced by the class of canonical, totally-dened, not strictly subuniable
term rewriting systems (for short: ctn-trs). For a ctn-trs R and for two terms t and
s, the algorithm computes a ground-complete set of ER-uniers of t and s, where
ER is the set of rewrite rules of R viewed as equations. The algorithm is based on
the unication-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation (for short: ulo narrowing
relation) which is introduced in this paper. The ulo narrowing relation combines
usual leftmost outermost narrowing steps and unication steps. Since the unication
steps are applied as early as possible, some of the nonsuccessful derivations can be
stopped earlier than in other approaches to ER-unication. Furthermore, we formalize
a deterministic version of our universal unication algorithm that is based on a depthrst left-to-right traversal through the narrowing trees.
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1 Introduction
The unication problem is to determine whether or not, for two given terms t and s, there
exists a uni er ' of t and s, i.e., a substitution ' such that '(t) = '(s). It is well-known
that the uni cation problem for rst-order terms is decidable Rob65]. Actually, there are
algorithms which compute the most general uni er of t and s, if there exists a uni er at
all (cf., e.g., PW78, MM82]).
The problem of uni cation generalizes to the problem of E -uni cation if one considers
the equality modulo a set E of equations, denoted by =E , rather than the usual equality
=E is also called the equational theory induced by E . The E -unication problem is to
determine whether or not, for two given terms t and s, there exists a substitution ' such
that '(t) =E '(s) then ' is called an E -uni er of t and s. Clearly, the decidability of the
E -uni cation problem depends on the set E of equations. If E is the empty set, then the E uni cation problem coincides with the uni cation problem and henceforth it is decidable.
If E is the set of Peano's axioms, then the E -uni cation problem becomes undecidable,
because it is precisely Hilbert's tenth problem, which was shown to be undecidable Mat70].
Upto now the E -uni cation problem has been studied in particular for sets of algebraic
laws like the laws of commutativity, associativity, idempotence, or distributivity. A survey
about these investigations can be found in Sie89].
For a class E of equational theories, a universal unication algorithm for E is an algorithm which takes as input an equational theory =E from the class E and two terms
t and s, and which computes a complete set of E -uni ers of t and s. In this paper, we
will concentrate on universal uni cation algorithms for classes of equational theories which
are induced by particular term rewriting systems (for short: trs's). A trs R induces the
equational theory =ER , where ER is the set of rules of R viewed as equations. Since
now, a lot of research has been carried out to construct universal uni cation algorithms
for classes E of equational theories which are induced by trs's. In fact, all the approaches
are based on the concept of narrowing Lan75]. More precisely, every investigation shows
that the use of a particular narrowing relation is complete for a particular class of trs's.
Here we list some of the investigations by showing the corresponding pairs of narrowing
relation and class of trs's.






narrowing and canonical trs's Fay79, Hul80]
basic narrowing and canonical trs's Hul80, MH92]
outer narrowing and conuent, constructor-based trs's You89]
any innermost narrowing strategy and totally-de ned trs's Fri85]
any narrowing strategy and canonical, totally-de ned, not strictly subuni able trs's
Ech88].

We note that a narrowing strategy is a narrowing relation in which the narrowing occurrence is xed. We also recall that a trs is canonical, if it is conuent and noetherian. A trs
is constructor-based, if its ranked alphabet  is partitioned into sets F and  of function
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symbols and constructor symbols, respectively moreover, the left-hand sides of rules are
linear terms f (t1  : : : tn ) where f is a function symbol, t1  : : : tn are terms over   V
where V is the set of variables (cf. You89]). A trs is totally-dened, if it is constructorbased and every function symbol is completely de ned over its domain or, equivalently:
every normal form is a constructor term (cf., e.g., Ech88]). A trs is not strictly subuniable, if, roughly speaking, two rules cannot be applied at the same occurrence under the
same substitution (cf. Ech88] and Subsection 6.2 of the present paper).
In this paper we present a universal uni cation algorithm for the class of equational
theories which are induced by canonical, totally-de ned, not strictly subuni able trs's (for
short: ctn-trs 's). Although, at rst glance, it might seem that our approach is subsumed
by the results of Ech88], we will show later that this is not true. To give the reader
an idea about the power of ctn-trs's, we mention that every modular tree transducer
EV91] is a trs of this type the class of modular tree transducers characterizes the class of
primitive recursive tree functions Hup78]. But in fact, ctn-trs's are even more powerful
than modular tree transducers. Our universal uni cation algorithm is based on the socalled unication-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation (for short: ulo narrowing
relation) which
is introduced in this paper. For a trs R, the ulo narrowing relation is
u
denoted by R . Roughly speaking, this relation combines the usual leftmost outermost
narrowing strategy with steps which are adopted from the usual uni cation algorithm for
terms. More precisely, the leftmost outermost narrowing is modi ed such that as soon
as possible a rule can be applied which is known as decomposition rule in the uni cation
algorithm of MM82] in this sense, the ulo narrowing relation is uni cation-driven. In
Fri85] a similar idea has been applied in the context of innermost narrowing. Let us give
an example at which we can illustrate the ulo narrowing relation.
In Figure 1 a set R1 of rules of the ctn-trs R1 is shown where we assume to have a ranked
alphabet F = fsh(2) mi(1)g of function symbols and a ranked alphabet  = f (2) (0)g of
constructor symbols. Intuitively, R1 de nes two functions shovel and mirror with arity
2 and 1, respectively mirror reects terms over  at the vertical center line, and shovel
accumulates in its second argument the mirror-image of the second subterm of its rst
argument. If we consider, e.g., the term t1 =  ( ( s1) s2) for some subterm s1 and s2 ,
then for an arbitrary term t2 , shovel(t1  t2) is the term  (mirror(s1)  (mirror(s2) t2)).

sh( y1)
sh((x1 x2) y1)
mi()
mi((x1 x2))

!
!
!
!

y1
sh(x1  (mi(x2) y1))

 (mi(x2) mi(x1))

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Figure 1: Set of rules of the ctn-trs R1.
Now we consider the ER1 -uni cation problem, where the set ER1 of equations is obtained from R1 by simply considering the rules as equations. In particular, we want to
compute an ER1 -uni er for the terms sh(z1  ) and mi( (z2 )) in which z1 and z2 are
free variables. Similar to Hullot in Hul80], we combine the two terms into one term
equ(sh(z1 ) mi((z2 ))) with a new binary symbols equ (which is called H in Hul80]).
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However, now we do not perform the narrowing relation with the trs R1 but with the trs
R^1 which contains the set R1  R() of rules the set R() of equal-rules of  is shown
in Figure 2.

equ( )
equ((x1 x2)  (x3 x4))

!
!


(5)
 (equ(x1 x3) equ(x2 x4)) (6)

Figure 2: Set of equal-rules of .
Then a derivation by u R^ 1 starting from equ(sh(z1  ) mi( (z2 ))) may look as follows
where we have attached to u R^ 1 in every step the narrowing occurrence (in Dewey's
notation), the applied rule, and the uni er as additional indices ' denotes the empty
substitution.
equ(sh(z1  ) mi( (z2 )))
u
equ
(sh(z3   (mi(z4) )) mi( (z2 )))
^ 1(2) z1=(z3 z4 )]
R
u 1
equ((mi(z4) ) mi((z2 )))
^ 1 1(1) z3=]
R
u

equ((mi(z4) )  (mi() mi(z2)))
^ 1 2(4)'
R
u

(equ(mi(z4) mi()) equ( mi(z2)))
^  (6)'
R
u 1
(equ( mi()) equ( mi(z2)))
^ 11(3) z4=]
R
u 1
 (equ( ) equ( mi(z2)))
^ 12(3)'
R
u 1
 ( equ( mi(z2)))
^ 1(5)'
R
u 1
 ( equ( ))
^ 22(3) z2=]
R
u 1
 ( )
^ 1 2(5)'
R
If we compose the uni ers which are involved in the narrowing steps, then we obtain the substitution ' = z1 = ( ) z2=] in fact, ' is an ER1 -uni er of sh(z1  ) and
mi( (z2 )). Note that ' is not an ER^1 -uni er, because the equational theory is generated by ER1 . The narrowing step at  shows how the ulo narrowing relation deviates from
the leftmost outermost narrowing relation. For the latter relation, 11 is the narrowing
occurrence in the term equ( (mi(z4) ) mi((z2 ))) and the subterm mi(z4) has to be
narrowed. But it is clear that any normal form s01 of the rst argument s1 =  (mi(z4) )
of equ is uni able with a normal form s02 of the second argument s2 = mi( (z2 )) of
equ only if the constructors at the root of s01 and s02 are identical. Because of reasons of
eciency, it is of course important to check this equality as soon as possible. And since
s1 is already evaluated in constructor head normal form, we narrow s2 at step  and try
to get it also into head normal form. Actually, this form is reached immediately. Then,
at step , the equality of root symbols is checked by applying the equal-rule (6).
Thus, in general, in the ulo narrowing relation the leftmost occurrence impO of the equ
symbol is important in the sense that its direct sons decide how to proceed further:


If the rst son of impO is labeled by a function symbol, then a usual leftmost
outermost narrowing step on the basis of the original rules is performed on the
subterm which starts at the rst son of impO.
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If the rst son of impO is labeled by a constructor or a variable and the second son
of impO is labeled by a function symbol, then a usual leftmost outermost narrowing
step is performed on the subterm which starts at the second son of impO (as, e.g.,
derivation step  in our example).
If the rst son and the second son of impO are labeled by the same constructor or, if
one of the sons is labeled by a variable and the other son is labeled by a constructor,
then an equal-rule is applied to impO (as, e.g., in the derivation step ).

One situation is still missing, viz., if both sons of impO are variables, say, z1 and z2 . We
call this situation binding modus (for short: bm), and the ulo narrowing relation performs
the following step:
equ(z1 z2) u bm z1 =z2 ] z2 :
As usual for narrowing relations, if the term equ(z1 z2) occurs as a subterm of the current
derivation form t, then the substitution z1=z2 ] has to be applied to the whole term t. It is
clear that, by applying equal-rules as soon as possible, some unsuccessful derivations can
be stopped early. By means of the binding modus, we have kept the computed ER -uni er
as general as possible.
Now let us briey discuss why our approach is not subsumed by the results of Ech88].
In order to compare the approaches, one has to consider equ as an additional function
symbol. But it behaves quite dierently in our approach. For instance, equ is not totally
de ned, because the normal form of the term t = equ( ( ) ) is not a constructor term
(but it is t itself which contains equ). Moreover, the binding mode which is applied to the
term equ(z1 z2), should be simulated by the additional rule

equ(z1 z1) ! z1:
However, this rule is not linear in its left-hand side. Moreover, its left-hand side is strictly
subuni able with the left-hand sides of all the other equal-rules. Hence, the resulting trs
is not a ctn-trs, and thus, the approach of Ech88] is not applicable here.
Actually, for a ctn-trs R with set  of constructors and two terms t and s, our universal
uni cation algorithm computes a ground complete set of (ER  )-uniers of t and s. An
(ER )-uni er of t and s is an ER -uni er in which all the images are terms over   V ,
where V is the set of variables in particular, this means that we do not consider uni ers
of the form z1=f (t)] for some function symbol f . Roughly speaking, a set S of (ER  )uni ers of t and s is ground complete, if, for every ground (ER  )-uni er ' of t and s
(i.e., the images of ' do not contain variables), there is a  2 S which is more general
than '. This notion will be formalized in Section 6.
If one studies or introduces particular narrowing strategies, then one should ask about
the eciency of the proposed formalisms. How can such an eciency be measured or, at
least, be illustrated? We will illustrate the eciency of our approach by means of trees in
which, for terms like
t = equ(sh(z1 ) mi((z2 )))
all the possible derivations are collected which are induced by some narrowing relation
and which start from t we call such a tree the narrowing tree of t and we denote it by
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nar-tree(  t). The nodes of nar-tree(  t) are labeled by terms over  V  in particular,
the root is labeled by t. If a node nd of the narrowing tree is labeled by a term s and if s
derives by the narrowing relation in k dierent ways to the terms s1  : : : sk , then nd has k
children which are labeled by s1  : : : sk . In the context of PROLOG programs, such trees

are known as SLD-trees Llo87]. Then, as a rough measurement, a narrowing relation 1
is more ecient than the narrowing relation 2 , if the set of terms is partitioned into
two sets T< and T= such that (1) for every t 2 T< , the size of nar-tree( 1  t) is smaller
than the size of nar-tree( 2  t) and, for every t 2 T= , the sizes of nar-tree( 1  t) and
nar-tree( 2  t) are equal, and (2) T< 6= .
In general, two sources of nondeterminism form the building principles for narrowing
trees:
1. there may be more than one narrowing occurrence in the current derivation form t
and
2. at one narrowing occurrence, the corresponding subterm of t may be uni able with
the left hand sides of more than one rule.
In the sequel we will order the successors of a term t, i.e., the elements of the set ftj jt
tj g, by rst considering the lexicographical ordering on the narrowing occurrences of t and

second, if more than one rule is applicable at one occurrence, taking an implicite ordering
of the rules into account. To give an example of a narrowing tree, we again consider the
term
t = equ(sh(z1  ) mi((z2 ))):
Figure 3 shows the narrowing tree of t induced by the ulo-narrowing relation. This tree
should be compared with the leftmost outermost narrowing tree in Figure 6 which, in its
turn, should be compared with the narrowing tree in Figure 5. This comparison shows that
both changes (from narrowing to leftmost outermost narrowing, and from leftmost outermost narrowing to ulo-narrowing) may increase the eciency of the uni cation algorithm
in the sense explained above.
The presentation of the uni cation algorithm and of the ulo narrowing relation in this
paper is formal in particular, we prove the completeness of our algorithm. We develop
our approach in a stepwise fashion by recalling a sequence of known universal uni cation
algorithms (Theorem 4.12, Theorem 5.5 cf. Hul80], Theorem 6.10 cf. Ech88], Theorem
7.8) which leads us to our algorithm in Theorem 7.9. And in fact, during trying to formalize
the algorithms, we have felt a strong need to recall the basic concepts of E-unication and
of narrowing also in a formal way. This is the reason why this paper has become a bit
lengthy. Readers who are familiar with these concepts, may skip Section 2 to Section 5
and start immediately with Section 6.
This paper is organized in nine sections where the second section contains preliminaries
in particular, there we formalize the framework of derivation calculus and derivation trees
which will later be instantiated to narrowing trees for the narrowing relation, the leftmost
outermost narrowing relation, and the ulo-narrowing relation. In Section 3 we recall
notions about E -uni cation from HO80]. In Section 4 we present an overview over the
notations and results of term rewriting systems as far as they are needed in the present
5
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l

equ( mi((z2  )))
l
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;
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equ((mi(z4 ))(mi()mi(z2 )))

(equ(mi(z4 )mi())equ(mi(z2 )))


X



X



X
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X



X



X
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X

(equ( mi())equ(mi(z2 )))

(equ((mi(z6 ) mi(z5 )) mi())equ( mi(z2 )))

(equ( )equ( mi(z2 )))

(equ((mi(z6 )mi(z5 )))equ( mi(z2 )))

(equ( mi(z2 )))
"

b

( equ( ))
"

b

b

b

b

( equ((mi(z4 ) mi(z3 ))))
()


success!




Figure 3: Narrowing tree for t induced by the ulo narrowing relation.
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paper. In Section 5 we recall the algorithm from Hul80] and introduce the narrowing
derivation calculus. In Section 6 the leftmost outermost narrowing derivation calculus
and ctn-trs's are introduced and the corresponding algorithm of Ech88] is recalled. In
Section 7 we de ne the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing derivation calculus
and formalize the universal uni cation algorithm for the class of equational theories which
are characterized by ctn-trs's. In Section 8 we de ne the deterministic version of our
universal uni cation algorithm which is based on a depth- rst left-to-right traversal over
the ulo-narrowing trees. Finally, Section 9 contains some concluding remarks and indicates
further research topics.
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2 Preliminaries
We recall and collect some notations, basic de nitions, and terminology which will be used
in the rest of the paper. We tried to be in accordance with the notations in Hue80] and
DJ91] as much as possible.

2.1 General notations
We denote the set of nonnegative integers by IN. The empty set is denoted by . For
j 2 IN j ] denotes the set f1 : : : j g thus 0] =  and for i j 2 IN, i j ] denotes the
interval fi i + 1 : : : j g. For a nite set A, P (A) is the set ofSsubsets of A and card(A)
denotes the cardinality of A. For n 2 IN I (n)Sdenotes the set ij 2 0n]i j ] of intervals of
0 n]. As usual for a set A, A denotes the set n2IN fa1a2 : : :an j for every i 2 n] : ai 2 Ag
that is called the set of words over A.

2.2 Ranked Alphabets, Variables, and Terms
A pair ( rank ) is called ranked alphabet, if  is an alphabet and rank :  ;! IN is a
total function. For f 2 , rank  (f ) is called rank of f  maxrank denotes the maximum
of the image of rank . The subset (m) of  consists of all symbols of rank m (m 0).
Note that, for i 6= j , (i) and (j ) are disjoint. We can de ne a ranked alphabet ( rank )
either by enumerating the nite subsets (m) that are not empty, or by giving a set of
symbols that are indexed with their (unique) rank. For example, if  = fa b cg and
rank :  ;! IN with rank(a) = 0, rank  (b) = 2, and rank  (c) = 7, then we can
describe ( rank ) either by (0) = fag, (2) = fbg, and (7) = fcg or by fa(0) b(2) c(7)g.
If the ranks of the symbols are clear from the context, then we drop the function rank
from the denotation of the ranked alphabet ( rank ) and simply write .
In the rest of the paper we let V denote a xed enumerable set. Its elements are called
variables. In the following we use the notations x x1 x2 : : : y y1 y2 : : : z z1 z2 : : : for
variables.
Let ( rank ) be a ranked alphabet and let S be an arbitrary set. Then the set of
terms over  indexed by S, denoted by T (S ), is de ned inductively as follows:
(i) S T hi(S ):
(ii) For every f 2 (k) with k 0 and t1  : : : tk 2 T hi(S ) : f (t1  : : : tk ) 2 T hi(S ):
The set T hi(), denoted by T hi, is called the set of ground terms over .
Let " denote the empty word. For a term t 2 T hi(V ), the set of occurrences of t,
denoted by O(t), is a subset of IN and it is de ned inductively on the structure of t as
follows:
(i) If t = x where x 2 V , then O(t) = f"g.
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(ii) If t = f where f 2 (0), then O(t) = f"g.
(iii) If t = f (t1  : : : tn ) Swhere f 2 (n) and n > 0, and for every i 2 n] : ti 2 T hi(V ),
then O(t) = f"g  i2 n]fiu j u 2 O(ti )g.
The pre x order on O(t) is denoted by and the lexicographical order on O(t) is denoted
by lex . The minimal element with respect to lex in a subset S of O(t) is denoted by
minlexS . For a term t 2 T hi(V ) and an occurrence u of t, t=u denotes the subterm of
t at occurrence u, and tu] denotes the label of t at occurrence u. We use V (t) to denote
the set of variables occurring in t that is, x 2 V (t), if x 2 V and there exists a u 2 O(t)
such that t=u = x. Finally, we de ne tu s] as the term t in which we have replaced the
subterm at occurrence u by the term s.

2.3 Algebras, Substitutions, and Congruences
Let ( rank ) be a ranked alphabet.
An -algebra is a pair (A intA), where A is a set and intA is a mapping such that:

intA (f ) 2 A, if rank (f ) = 0, and
intA (f ) : An ! A, if rank (f ) = n.
The pair (T hi(V ) intT ), where for every f 2 (n) and for every ti 2 T hi(V ) with
i 2 n] : intT (f )(t1 : : : tn) = f (t1  : : : tn ), is an -algebra. It is called the -term
algebra. The -term algebra is a free -algebra (cf. HO80]).
If (A intA ) and (B intB ) are two -algebras, we say that h : A ! B is a homomorphism, if for every f 2 (n) with n 0 and for every ai 2 A with i 2 n], we have
h(intA (f )(a1 : : : an )) = intB (f )(h(a1) : : : h(an )):
A mapping : V ! A is called an A-assignment.
The property that every A-assignment can be extended in a unique way to a homomorphism from T hi(V ) to A is called the universal property for the free -algebras in
HO80]. We use to denote both the A-assignment and its extension.
A T hi(V )-assignment ', where the set fx j '(x) 6= x x 2 Vg is nite, is called a (V  )substitution. The set fx j '(x) 6= xg is denoted by D(') and is called the domain of '.
If D(') = fx1 : : : xn g, then ' is represented as x1 ='(x1) : : : xn ='(xn)]. If D(') = ,
then ' isS denoted by ' . We say that ' is ground, if for every x 2 D(') : V ('(x)) = .
The set x2D(') V ('(x)) is denoted by I (') and is called the set of variables introduced by
'. The set of (V  )-substitutions and the set of ground (V  )-substitutions are denoted
by Sub(V  ) and gSub(V  ), respectively. The composition of two substitutions ' and 
is the T hi(V )-assignment which is de ned by  ('(x)) for every x 2 V . It is denoted by
'  .
An equivalence relation  on T hi(V ) is called an -congruence over T hi(V ), if for
every f 2 (n) with n > 0 and for every t1  s1 : : : tn  sn 2 T hi(V ) with t1  s1  : : : tn 
sn :
f (t1 : : : tn)  f (s1  : : : sn ):
9

2.4 Derivation Calculus
A derivation calculus, denoted by D, is a pair (D `) where D is a set and ` is a binary
relation over D. (In the sequel it will always be clear whether D denotes the domain of
a substitution or a derivation calculus.) The elements of D are called derivation forms
and ` is called a derivation relation. An element (d d0) 2 ` is denoted by d ` d0 and we
say that d derives to d0 by `. We use the standard notations `+ and ` to denote the
transitive closure and the transitive-reexive closure of `, respectively. d ` d0 and d ` d0
are also called derivation by ` starting with d and derivation step by `, respectively. For
a derivation form d 2 D, the set fd0 2 D j d ` d0g, denoted by Suc(d `), is called the set
of successors of d.
A derivation form d 2 D is irreducible or in normal form, if Suc(d `) is empty d0 is a
normal form of d, if d ` d0 and d0 is in normal form. A substitution ' is in normal form,
if for every x 2 D(') : '(x) is in normal form.
Let D = (D `) be a derivation calculus. An indexed derivation calculus for D, denoted
by DJ , is a triple (D (J <) (`j j j 2 J )), such that the following conditions hold:
1. J is an index-set.
2. < is a total order on J .
S
3. For every j 2 J `j is a binary relation on D and ( j 2J `j ) = `.
Let DJ = (D (J <) (`j j j 2 J )) be an indexed derivation calculus, and let d 2 D.
A derivation tree for DJ and d is a tree, denoted by T (DJ  d) such that the following
conditions hold:
1. Every node of T (DJ  d) is labeled by a derivation form d0 2 D.
2. The root of T (DJ  d) is labeled by d.
3. Let d0 be the label of a node nd in T (DJ  d), and let fj 2 J j there is a d 2 D :
d0 `j d g be the set fj1 : : : jng such that j1 < j2 < : : : < jn . Then nd has n sons
and for every k 2 n], the k-th son of nd is labeled by d#, if d0 `jk d#.
Intuitively, every path through T (DJ  d) shows a derivation by ` starting with d and,
vice versa, every derivation by ` starting with d is represented by a path through T (DJ  d).
Hence, the size of T (DJ  d) gives an idea of the complexity of enumerating the derivations
that start with d.
Hier De nition von Menge der narrowing interfaces rein
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3 E-Unication
The aim of this section is to recall the de nition of E -uni cation. Since this concept is
a central notion in our whole investigation, we will take some eort for its introduction.
First of all we have to specify what an equation is. Recall that  denotes an arbitrary
ranked alphabet and V denotes a xed enumerable set of variables.

Denition 3.1 An equation over  and V is a pair (t s), where t s 2 T hi(V ).

L

For the time being we do not follow the usual convention of denoting an equation (t s)
by t = s, because we want to keep for a moment also on the syntactic level the dierence
between an equation and the binary equality-relation. Of course, later we will identify
(t s) with t = s.

Denition 3.2 Let E be a nite set of equations over  and V . The E-equality, denoted

by =E , is the nest -congruence over T hi(V ) containing every pair ( (t)  (s)), where
(t s) 2 E and  is an arbitrary (V  )-substitution. If t =E s, then t and s are called
L
E-equal.
Now we are able to recall the de nition of E -uni cation of two terms t and s.

Denition 3.3 (cf. Sie89] page 220) Let E be a nite set of equations over  and V .



Two terms t s 2 T hi(V ) are called E-uniable, if there exists a (V  )-substitution
' such that '(t) =E '(s).
The set f' j '(t) =E '(s)g is called the set of E-uniers of t and s, and it is denoted
L
by UE (t s).

In the following example we present the set ER1 of equations which is induced by the term
rewriting system R1 in Figure 1, and an ER1 -uni er of two terms.

Example 3.4 The set ER1 induced by R1 consists of the following equations:
sh( y1)
sh((x1 x2) y1)
mi()
mi((x1 x2))

=
=
=
=

y1
sh(x1   (mi(x2) y1))

 (mi(x2) mi(x1))

The substitution ' = z1= ( ) z2=] is an ER1 -uni er of the terms sh(z1  ) and
L
mi( (z2 )), because sh(( ) ) =ER1 mi( ( )).
Considering the set UE (t s) of all E -uni ers of t and s, immediately the question arises
whether two uni ers '1 and '2 in UE (t s) are related. To answer this question, we need
a tool to compare uni ers.
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Denition 3.5 (cf. Sie89] page 220) Let E be a nite set of equations over  and V .
The instantiation preorder E is de ned over T hi(V ) by:

t E s if there exists a (V  )-substitution ' such that '(t) =E s:
Let V be a nite subset of V . We de ne a preorder E (V ) on (V  )-substitutions by
' E '0 (V ) if there exists a (V  )-substitution  such that for every x 2 V :
L
('(x)) =E '0(x):
If we consider the case where E is the empty set, then E -uni cation reduces to (usual)
uni cation Rob65] two terms t and s are uni able, if there is a substitution ' such that
'(t) = '(s). It is decidable whether two terms are uni able yes or no, and there are a
couple of algorithms which produce such uni ers (cf. Sie89] for a survey). In fact, for
every two terms t and s, the set U (t s) contains a smallest element with respect to 
which is called the most general unier of t and s.
If E is an arbitrary set of equations, then the situation is dierent. In general, it is not
decidable whether, for a set E of equations and two terms t and s, t and s are E -uni able
yes or no (cf., e.g., HO80]). Moreover, UE (t s) needs not contain a smallest element, but
clearly there are minimal elements.
Actually, one does not have to consider all the elements of UE (t s) when studying
E -uni cation. Rather it suces to consider the elements of so called complete sets of
E -uniers of t and s. The set of minimal elements of UE (t s) is always a subset of such a
complete set of E -uni ers. In fact, the minimal complete set of E -uni ers is exactly the
set of minimal E -uni ers.

Denition 3.6 (cf. HO80] page 359) Let E be a nite set of equations over  and V .

Let t s 2 T hi(V ) and let W be a nite set of variables containing V = V (t)  V (s). A
set S of (V  )-substitutions is a complete set of E-uniers of t and s away from W, if the
following three conditions hold:
1. For every ' 2 S : D(') V and I (') \ W = .
2. S UE (t s).
3. For every ' 2 UE (t s) there is a  2 S such that  E ' (V ).

The set is said to be minimal, if it sati es the additional condition (4).
4. For every ' '0 2 S : if ' 6= '0, then ' 6E '0 (V ).

L

In Figure 4 we illustrate the notions of De nition 3.6. We suppose that '1  : : : '9 are
the E -uni ers of the terms t and s. If 'i E 'j (V ), then there exists a tour between
'i and 'j , and 'j is written above 'i. The set f'1 '2g is the minimal complete set of
E -uni ers of t and s, and the set f'1 '2 '4 '6 '7g is a complete set of E -uni ers of t
12
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Figure 4: Complete Sets of E -Uni ers.
and s. Any set that does not contain one of the substitutions '1 and '2 is not a complete
set of E -uni ers of t and s.
At the end of this section we present a theorem which implies a naive universal uni cation algorithm for the computation of a complete set of E -uni ers of two terms t and
s, where E is any equational theory. In fact, this algorithm is only an application of the
de nition of E -uni ers.

Theorem 3.7 Let E be a nite set of equations over  and V , let t s 2 T hi(V ), and

let W be a nite set of variables containing V = V (t)  V (s). Let S be the set of (V  )substitutions ' such that ' is in S i the following two conditions hold:
1. '(t) =E '(s).
2. D(') V and I (') \ W = .

Then S is a complete set of E -uni ers away from W .
Proof: From De nition 3.3 follows that the set of all substitutions which satisfy Condition
1, is the set UE (t s). Thus, Conditions 2 and 3 in De nition 3.6 are satis ed. Furthermore,
Condition 1 in De nition 3.6 is exactly the same as Condition 2 in the construction of L
S.
Thus, S is a complete set of E -uni ers away from W .
The algorithm implied by Theorem 3.7 consists of rst guessing a substitution ' and
second checking whether '(s) =E '(t). This is very inecient, because many substitutions
that are not E -uni ers, are guessed and subsequently checked. Furthermore, it is not easy
to check whether '(s) =E '(t) yes or no, because this involves the construction of the
congruence relation =E .
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4 Term Rewriting Systems
In order to present a more ecient universal uni cation algorithm for the class E , in
particular, to avoid the construction of the congruence relation =E , we restrict E to the
class of equational theories characterized by canonical term rewriting systems. For an
arbitrary term rewriting system R, we denote by ER the set of equations that results
from replacing every rewrite rule l ! r by the equation l = r. In HO80] it is shown that
=ER is equal to the transitive, reexive, symmetric closure ()R of the reduction relation
associated with R. Furthermore, in a canonical term rewriting system R, every term
has its unique normal form. In Hue80] it is shown that, for a canonical term rewriting
system R, two terms are related by ()R i their normal forms are equal. This yields the
following simple test for ER-equality of two terms t and s: Compute the normal forms of
t and s and check whether the normal forms are equal or not.
For a complete introduction of canonical term rewriting systems, we recall the de nition
of term rewriting systems from HO80]. Afterwards, we de ne the reduction relation associated with a term rewriting system and the reduction calculus. Then we de ne canonical
term rewriting systems and present a theorem which implies a universal uni cation algorithm for the class of equational theories which are induced by canonical term rewriting
systems.

4.1 Term Rewriting Systems and the Reduction Calculus
We start this subsection by de ning term rewriting systems.

Denition 4.1 A term rewriting system, denoted by R, is a pair ( R), where  is a
ranked alphabet and R is a nite set of rules of the form l ! r such that l r 2 T hi(VL)
and V (r) V (l).
Remark 4.2 With every term rewriting system R = ( R), a bijection : R ! card(RL)]
is associated implicitely that describes an enumeration of R.

An example of a term rewriting system is illustrated in Figure 1. There the associated
function is given by the enumeration on the right of the rewrite rules (e.g., (mi() !
) = 3). In the following we always refer to this example and the involved enumeration.
With every term rewriting system R, a reduction relation is associated. By means of
this reduction relation, a term t derives to a term t0 , if there is an occurrence u in t such
that the subterm of t at u is an instance of the left hand side l of a rule l ! r. Then t0
results from replacing t=u by the corresponding instance of r.

Denition 4.3 Let R = ( R) be a term rewriting system and let t 2 T hi(V ).


The set of redex interfaces for R and t, denoted by redI (R t), is the set
f(u ' l ! r) j

u 2 O(t) with t=u 2= V  ' 2 Sub(V  ) l ! r 2 R with '(l) = t=ug:
14



The set of redex occurrences for R and t, denoted by redO(R t), is the set
fu j



(u ' l ! r) 2 redI (R t)g:

The reduction relation associated with R, denoted by =)R , is de ned as follows:
For every t s 2 T hi(V ) : t =)R s, if the following two conditions hold:
1. There is a redex interface (u ' l ! r) 2 redI (R t).
L
2. s = tu '(r)].

Recall, if t =)R s, then we say that t derives to s by =)R . If R is clear from the context,
we write =) instead of =)R . We use the standard notation () to denote the symmetric
closure of =). Note that we sometimes use components of the redex interface as indices
for =)R to notice the redex occurrence, the substitution, or the applied rule. For instance,
=)Ru'l!r denotes the reduction step in De nition 4.3. Pieces of the redex interface can
be dropped, if they are not relevant. Furthermore, we often replace the applied rule by
its number. A derivation by =)R1 where R1 is the term rewriting system in Figure 1, is
illustrated in the following example.

Example 4.4 Let R1 be the term rewriting system in Figure 1 and let t be the term
sh( ( z1) mi(( z1))):
Then, the following derivation is a derivation by =)R1 starting with t.
=)R1  (2)
=)R1 22(4)
=)R1 222(3)
=)R1  (1)

sh( ( z1) mi(( z1)))
sh( (mi(z1) mi( ( z1))))
sh( (mi(z1) (mi(z1) mi())))
sh( (mi(z1) (mi(z1) )))
(mi(z1)  (mi(z1) ))

The term  (mi(z1)  (mi(z1) )) is a normal form of t. Note that this is not the only
derivation by =)R1 starting with t, e.g., in the rst reduction step we can also reduce L
at
occurrence 2 by rule (4).
As described in the previous example, the reduction relation is nondeterministic: there
may be more than one redex occurrence in a term t and, for the same redex occurrence
in t, the set redI (R t) may contain more than one redex interface. All possible ways
to derive t by =)R are collected in the concept of reduction tree which is based on the
concept of reduction calculus of R. Reduction tree and reduction calculus are instances of
the concepts of derivation tree and indexed derivation calculus, respectively (cf. Section
2). We choose the set IN  R as index-set, because the two forms of nondeterminism
depend on the occurrences and the applied rules. As total order we de ne a combination
of the lexicographical order on IN and the total order induced by the enumeration on
R.
15

Denition 4.5 Let R = ( R) be a term rewriting system with enumeration on R.




The reduction calculus of R, denoted by DredR , is the indexed derivation calculus
(T hi(V ) (IN  R <) (=)Rul!r j (u l ! r) 2 IN  R)) for (T hi(V ) =)R)
where < is the total order on IN  R de ned as follows: for every (u l ! r) (u0 l0 !
r0) 2 IN  R, (u l ! r) < (u0 l0 ! r0), if one of the following conditions holds:
1. u <lex u0 .
2. u = u0 and (l ! r) < (l0 ! r0).
L
A reduction tree of R is a derivation tree of DredR :

For every term rewriting system R, we consider the related set ER of equations.

Denition 4.6 Let R = ( R) be a term rewriting system. The set fl = r j l ! r 2 RLg,
denoted by ER , is the set of equations related to R.

The set ER1 of equations related to the term rewriting system in Figure 1 is shown in
Example 3.4. In the following lemma we recall from HO80] the connection between the
transitive, reexive, symmetric closure of =)R and the ER -equality .

Lemma 4.7 (cf. HO80] page 362) Let R be a term rewriting system and let ER be the
related set of equations.

()R

= =ER

L

This lemma will be very important in the following subsection. There we consider canonical
term rewriting systems R and present a theorem which implies a more ecient algorithm
for ER-uni cation than the algorithm implied by Theorem 3.7.

4.2 Canonical Term Rewriting Systems
For the de nition of a canonical term rewriting system, we need the de nitions of conuence and termination.

Denition 4.8 Let R = ( R) be a term rewriting system.
is conuent, if for every s t t0 2 T hi(V ) : s =)R t and s =)R t0 implies that
there is some s0 2 T hi(V ) such that t =)R s0 and t0 =)R s0.
2. R is noetherian, if no in nite reduction derivation t =)R t1 =)R t2 =)R    exists.
L
3. R is canonical, if R is conuent and noetherian.

1.

R
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The term rewriting system in Figure 1 is canonical, because it is a macro tree transducer
and macro tree transducers are canonical term rewriting systems (cf. EV85, FHVV93]).
The following two lemmas are the main foundations of our further investigations.

Lemma 4.9 Let

R = ( R) be a canonical term rewriting system. Every term t
T hi(V ) has a unique normal form which is called the R-normal form of t.

2

Proof: The existence of a normal form of t follows from the fact that R is noetherian.
Suppose, that t0 and t00 are two normal forms of t. By the conuence of R we obtain that
there exists an s such that t0 =)R s and t00 =)R s. This implies that t0 = s = t00, because
L
t0 and t00 are in normal form.

The R-normal form of t is denoted by nfR (t). In Hue80] it is shown that two terms are
related by ()R i their normal forms are equal. From this fact and from Lemma 4.7,
the following lemma follows immediately.

Lemma 4.10 Let R = ( R) be a canonical term rewriting system and let t s 2 T hi(V ).
t =ER s i nfR (t) = nfR (s):

L

By applying Lemma 4.10 we show that the substitution ' in Example 3.4 is really an
ER1 -uni er.

Example 4.11 Let R1 be the term rewriting system in Figure 1, let t = sh(z1 ), let

s = mi( (z2 )), and let ' = z1=( ) z2=]. Then there exist the following two
derivations by =)R1 starting with '(t) and '(s), respectively, which yield the same
normal forms.

'(t) = sh(( ) ) =)R1 

(2)

=)R1  (1)
=)R1 1(3)
'(s) = mi( ( )) =)R1  (4)
=)R1 2(3)
=)R1 1(3)

sh(  (mi() ))
 (mi() )
 ( )
(mi() mi())
(mi() )
( )

Thus, the normal forms of '(t) and '(s) are equal. It follows from Lemma 4.10 and
L
De nition 3.3 that ' is an ER1 -uni er of t and s.
We nish this section by presenting the theorem which implies a universal uni cation
algorithm for equational theories =ER where R is a canonical term rewriting system.
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Theorem 4.12 Let R = ( R) be a canonical term rewriting system, let t s 2 T hi(V ),
and let W be a nite set of variables containing V = V (t)  V (s). Let S be the set of
(V  )-substitutions ' such that ' is in S i the following two conditions hold:
1. nfR ('(t)) = nfR ('(s)).
2. D(') V and I (') \ W = .
Then S is a complete set of ER-uni ers away from W .
Proof: From Condition 1 and Lemma 4.10 follows '(t) =ER '(s). Thus, from Theorem
L
3.7 follows S is a complete set of ER -uni ers away from W .

The algorithm implied by Theorem 4.12 consists of guessing a substitution ' and checking
whether '(s) =ER '(t). It is more ecient than the algorithm implied by Theorem 3.7,
because the test on ER -equality is realized by computing the R-normal forms of '(s) and
'(t) and by checking their equality. This is always a nite process. Nevertheless, this
algorithm is very inecient, because still many substitutions are checked which are not
ER-uni ers.
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5 ER-Unication by Narrowing
In this section we eliminate the de ciency in the algorithm that is implied by Theorem 4.12,
by recalling an algorithm from Hul80] by means of which a substitution ' is computed step
by step during the derivation. Actually, it is not a derivation by the reduction relation any
more, but it is a derivation by the narrowing relation. Roughly speaking, the composition
of the substitutions '1 '2 '3 : : : 'n which are involved in the derivation steps by the
narrowing relation, composed with the most general uni er of the two terms at the end
of the derivation, constitute the desired substitution '.
The intention of Hullot's algorithm is very similar to the intention of the resolution
principle for logic programs in Rob65]: Hullot's algorithm is superior to "guessing ' and
computing nfR ('(s))" in the same way as resolution is superior to level saturation (cf.,
e.g., HK89]). The advantage of Hullot's algorithm is the fact that a substitution 'i is
chosen only if 'i allows for a derivation step, i.e., 'i must be the most general uni er of
a subtree of the current derivation form and the right hand side of a rule. Thereby the
set of all possible substitutions is reduced which leads to a more ecient ER -uni cation
algorithm.
We start this section by introducing the narrowing derivation calculus which is needed
in Hullot's algorithm. Hullot's algorithm is de ned only for canonical term rewriting
systems, but we will de ne the narrowing derivation calculus for arbitrary term rewriting
systems, because the restriction to canonical term rewriting systems is not necessary in
its de nition.

5.1 The Narrowing Calculus
A term t derives by the reduction relation to a term t0 , if there exists a redex interface
(u ' l ! r) such that t=u and '(l) are equal. In the narrowing relation, we take the most
general uni er ' of t=u and (l) where  is a variable renaming such that V ((l)) \V (t) = .
That means, the condition '((l)) = '(t=u) must hold. Moreover, ' must be applied to
r and to the context of t=u, too.
In order to keep track of the substitutions which have occurred in previous narrowing
derivation steps, every derivation form of the narrowing relation is a pair (t  ) where t
is a term and  is a substitution. Roughly speaking,  comprises the composition of all
most general uni ers of previous derivation steps by the narrowing relation. Clearly, we
are only interested in substitutions of variables that occur in t and we are not interested in
substitutions of variables that occur in the left hand side of a rule. Thus, if (t  ) derives
to (t0   0) by the narrowing relation, then  0 is the composition of  and the restriction of
the most general uni er ' to the set of variables in t.

Denition 5.1 Let R = ( R) be a term rewriting system and let t 2 T hi(V ).


The set of narrowing interfaces for R and t, denoted by narI (R t), is the set
19

f(u ' l ! r ) j



u 2 O(t) : t=u 2= V  l ! r 2 R  is a renaming of variables in l
such that V ((l)) \ V (t) =  ' 2 Sub(V  ) is the most general
uni er of (l) and t=ug:

The set of narrowing occurrences for R and t, denoted by narO(R t), is the set
fu j



(u ' l ! r ) 2 narI (R t)g:

The narrowing relation associated with R, denoted by R , is de ned as follows: For
every t s 2 T hi(V ) and   0 2 Sub(V  ) : (t  ) R (s  0), if the following three
conditions hold:
1. There is a narrowing interface (u ' l ! r ) 2 narI (R t).
2. s = '(tu (r)])
L
3.  0 =   ('jV(t))

In the following, we use the notations for the narrowing relation in analogy to the notations
for the reduction relation. In Example 5.2 we show a derivation by the narrowing relation
that starts with the same term t as the derivation by the reduction relation in Example
4.4 and where derivation steps 1 - 6 are analog to the derivation steps by the reduction
relation in Example 4.4.

Example 5.2 Let R1 be the term rewriting system in Figure 1 and let t be the term
sh(( z1) mi( ( z1))):
Then, the following derivation is a derivation by
4
R1

R1 21 z1 =](3)
R1 1'(3)

R1

starting with (t ').

(sh( ( z1) mi( ( z1))) ')
( (mi(z1)  (mi(z1) )) ')
( (mi()  ( )) z1=])
( (  ( )) z1=])

(*)

Remark that in narrowing step (*) also rule (4) can be applied by the substitution
L
z1= (z2 z3)].
As illustrated in the introduction and in Example 5.2, the narrowing relation is nondeterministic. There are the same two forms of nondeterminism in the narrowing relation as
in the reduction relation, i.e., (1) there may be more than one narrowing occurrence and
(2) more than one rule may be applied at one narrowing occurrence. For the purpose of
enumerating all the possibilities, we introduce narrowing trees which are derivation trees
of the narrowing calculus. In the de nition of the narrowing calculus we choose the same
index set and the same total order as in the reduction calculus.
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Denition 5.3 Let R = ( R) be a term rewriting system with enumeration on R.




The narrowing calculus of R, denoted by DnarR , is the indexed derivation calculus
(T hi(V )  Sub(V  ) (IN  R <) ( Rul!r j (u l ! r) 2 IN  R)) for (T hi(V ) 
Sub(V  ) R) where < is the total order on IN  R de ned as follows: for every
(u l ! r) (u0 l0 ! r0 ) 2 IN  R, (u l ! r) < (u0 l0 ! r0 ), if one of the following
conditions holds:
1. u <lex u0 .
2. u = u0 and (l ! r) < (l0 ! r0).
L
A narrowing tree of R is a derivation tree of DnarR :

5.2 Hullot's ER-Uni cation
In Hul80] Hullot presents a theorem which says that, for every canonical term rewriting
system R, the ER-uni ability of two terms t and s can be checked nondeterministically
by narrowing and uni cation. He starts the derivation by the narrowing relation with the
pair (equ(t s) ') where equ 2=   V is a new binary symbol (in Hul80] the symbol equ
is denoted by H ). Hullot shows that t and s are ER -uni able, if (equ(t s) ') derives to
some pair (equ(tn  sn ) 'n) by R , and tn and sn are uni able. (We assume that R is
extended in an obvious way to objects of the form (equ(t s) ') for t s 2 T hi(V ).) If
is the most general uni er of tn and sn , then 'n  is a substitution which satis es the
condition for ' in Theorem 4.12, i.e., nfR ( ('n (t))) = nfR ( ('n (s))), and hence, 'n 
is an ER -uni er of t and s. In the following example we show, how the ER1 -uni er in
Example 4.11 can be computed by Hullot's method.

Example 5.4 Let R1 be the term rewriting system in Figure 1, let t = sh(z1 ), and
let s = mi( (z2 )). Then there exists the following derivation by
(equ(t s) ') (also cf. Figure 5).
R1 1(2)
R1 1(1)
R1 11(3)
R1 2(4)
R1 21(3)
R1 22(3)

R1

starting with

(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ')
(equ(sh(z3  (mi(z4) )) mi((z2 ))) z1= (z3 z4)])
(equ( (mi(z4) ) mi( (z2 ))) z1= ( z4)])
(equ( ( ) mi( (z2 ))) z1= ( )])
(equ( ( )  (mi() mi(z2))) z1= ( )])
(equ( ( )  ( mi(z2))) z1= ( ))
(equ( ( )  ( )) z1= ( ) z2=])

The two subterms of the rst component in the result of the last derivation step are equal.
Thus, ' is their most general uni er, and hence the substitution ' = z1 = ( ) z2=
L]
is an ER1 -uni er of t and s.
Hullot's method is also a method to construct a complete set of ER -uni ers of t and s.
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Theorem 5.5 (cf. Theorem 2 of Hul80]) Let R = ( R) be a canonical term rewriting

system, let t s 2 T hi(V ), and let V be the set V (t)  V (s). Let S be the set of all
(V  )-substitutions ' such that ' is in S i there exists a derivation by R of the form:
(equ(t s) ')

R

(equ(t1 s1 ) '1)

R

(equ(t2 s2) '2)

R



R

(equ(tn  sn ) 'n)

where for every i 2 n] : 'i is in normal form, tn and sn are uni able with most general
uni er , and ' = ('n  )jV . Then S is a complete set of ER -uni ers of t and s away
L
from V .
In Figure 5 a narrowing tree which is associated to a computation of the algorithm implied
by Theorem 5.5, is shown. We call trees of this form Hullot's narrowing trees. The nodes
at the front of such trees have the form (equ(t0  s0) '). Every such leaf for which t0 and
s0 are uni able, yields an ER -uni er. Thus, for the computation of an ER-uni er the
branches are lengthened by the uni cation. However, to reduce the space of the gure, we
omit the substitutions in the nodes of Hullot's narrowing tree in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Hullot's narrowing tree.
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6 ER-Unication by Leftmost Outermost Narrowing
In this section we increase the eciency of the universal uni cation algorithm implied by
Theorem 5.5, by allowing narrowing derivations only at the leftmost outermost narrowing
occurrence. By xing one narrowing occurrence the breadth of Hullot's narrowing trees
is reduced. Furthermore, we choose the leftmost outermost narrowing strategy, because
it omits the evaluation of arguments which are deleted by a function call. Thus, also the
depth of Hullot's narrowing trees is reduced. In Ech88] it is shown that the universal
uni cation algorithm presented in this section, computes a complete set of ER -uni ers
only for a restricted class of canonical term rewriting systems. We call the term rewriting
systems in this class ctn-trs's.
We start this section by introducing the leftmost outermost narrowing calculus. Then
we de ne ctn-trs's and recall the universal uni cation algorithm from Ech88].

6.1 The Leftmost Outermost Narrowing Calculus
In the leftmost outermost narrowing relation a pair (t  ) derives to a pair (t0   0) at the
minimal element of the set of narrowing occurrences in t.

Denition 6.1 Let R = ( R) be a term rewriting system and let t 2 T hi(V ).



The leftmost outermost narrowing occurrence for R and t, denoted by lo-narO(R t),
is the narrowing occurrence minlex narO(R t).
The set of leftmost outermost narrowing interfaces for R and t, denoted by lonarI (R t), is the set
f(u ' l ! r ) j



(u ' l ! r ) 2 narI (R t) and u = lo-narO(R t)g:

The leftmost outermost narrowing relation associated with R, denoted by lo R , is
de ned as follows: For every t s 2 T hi(V ) and   0 2 Sub(V  ) : (t  ) lo R (s  0),
if the following three conditions hold:
1. There is a leftmost outermost narrowing interface (u ' l ! r ) 2 lo-narI (R t).
2. s = '(tu (r)])
L
3.  0 =   ('jV(t))

It is obvious, that lo R R . Furthermore, in the leftmost outermost narrowing relation
there only exists the nondeterminism of the second type, i.e, more than one rule can
be applied at the leftmost outermost narrowing occurrence. Similar to the reduction
relation and the narrowing relation, we also de ne an indexed derivation calculus for
the leftmost outermost narrowing relation. This indexed derivation calculus is called the
leftmost outermost narrowing calculus. We choose the set of rules as index set and the
total order on it is implied by the enumeration of the rules as required in Remark 4.2.
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Denition 6.2 Let R = ( R) be a term rewriting system with enumeration on R.




The leftmost outermost narrowing calculus of R, denoted by Dlo;narR , is the indexed derivation calculus (T hi(V )  Sub(V  ) (R <) ( lo Rl!r j l ! r 2 R)) for
(T hi(V )  Sub(V  ) lo R ) where < is the total order on R de ned as follows: for
every l ! r l0 ! r0 2 R, l ! r < l0 ! r0 , if (l ! r) < (l0 ! r0 ).
L
A leftmost outermost narrowing tree of R is a derivation tree of Dlo;narR :

Clearly, a leftmost outermost narrowing tree for a term t results from the narrowing tree
for t by deleting the branches corresponding to narrowing derivations at other occurrences
than the leftmost outermost one. In Figure 6 we illustrate the leftmost outermost narrowing tree for the term equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) by recalling Hullot's narrowing tree from
Figure 5 and shading the deleted areas. We call trees like the tree in Figure 6 Hullot's
leftmost outermost narrowing trees.
Now, the question arises, whether Theorem 5.5 holds, if the narrowing relation is replaced by the leftmost outermost narrowing relation. In the following example it is illustrated that this question is answered by 'no'.

Example 6.3 (cf. Ech88] Example 1). Let R = ( R) be a term rewriting system where
 = ff (2)  (1) (0)g and let R contain the following rules:
f ( )
f ( (x) )
f (x  (y))

!
!
!


(1)
 ()
(2)
 ( ()) (3)

The only derivation by lo R starting with the term f (f (z1 z2) z3) has the form
(f (f (z1  z2) z3) ') lo R  x=f (z1 z2 )z3 = (y)](3) ( ( ()) z3= (y )]):
But there exists the following derivation by R starting with the term f (f (z1 z2) z3)
(f (f (z1  z2) z3) ')

R1 z1 =z2 =](1)
R

 z3 =](1)

(f ( z3) z1= z2=])
( z1= z2= z3=])

Thus, from Theorem 5.5 follows that the substitution z1= z2= z3=] is an ER -uni er
of the terms t = f (f (z1 z2) z3) and s = . But this substitution is not in the set S
which is constructed in Theorem 5.5, if the narrowing relation is replaced by the leftmost
L
outermost narrowing relation.
In Ech88] it is shown that the modi cation of Theorem 5.5 which is obtained by replacing
the narrowing relation by the leftmost outermost narrowing relation, holds for canonical
term rewriting systems that have the property of free strategies. We call these term rewriting systems canonical, totally dened, not strictly sub-uniable term rewriting systems, for
short: ctn-trs.
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6.2 CTN-TRS
A ctn-trs R = ( R) is a canonical term rewriting system, where  is divided into two
disjoint ranked alphabets, denoted by F and . F is called the set of function symbols
and  is called the set of working symbols or constructors. This partition is motivated
by declarative programming languages. The left hand sides of the rewrite rules in R
are linear function symbols only occur at the root of a left hand side. Thus, ctn-trs's
are constructor-based term rewriting systems (cf. You89]). Furthermore, every function
symbol in F is totally de ned over its domain (cf. De nition 12 in Ech88]), i.e., if a term is
in normal form, then it is in T hi(V ). For obtaining the completeness of the lo-narrowing
relation, the left hand sides of the rules in R must be pairwise not strictly sub-uni able.
We recall the de nitions of sub-uni ability and of strictly sub-uni ability from Ech88].

Denition 6.4 (cf. Ech88] De nition 10 and De nition 11). Let t t0 2 T hi(V ).




t and t0 are sub-uniable, if there exists an occurrence u in O(t) \ O(t0) such that

the following two conditions hold:
1. t=u and (t0=u) are uni able with most general uni er u where  is a variablerenaming such that V (t=u) \ V ((t0=u)) = .
2. For all occurrences w with w < u, t=w and t0 =w have the same label at the
root.
t and t0 are strictly sub-uniable, if there exists an occurrence u where t and t0 are
sub-uni able and the corresponding most general uni er u is neither a variable
L
renaming nor the empty substitution.

Example 6.5




In the term rewriting system R in Example 6.3, the left hand sides of rule 1 and rule
3 are strictly sub-uni able at occurrence 1 the same holds for rule 2 and rule 3.
The left hand sides of rule 1 and rule 2 are sub-uni able at occurrence 2 but not
strictly sub-uni able, because the most general uni er 2 is the empty substitution.
Let R0 = ( R0) be a term rewriting system where  = ff (2)  (1) (0)g and let R0
contain the following rules:

f ( )
f ( (x) )
f (  (y ))
f ( (x)  (y ))

!
!
!
!


 ()
 ( ())
 ( ())

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The left hand sides of the rules in R0 are pairwise not strictly sub-uni able. FurL
thermore, the left hand sides of the rules 2 and 3 are not sub-uni able.
Now, we are able to de ne ctn-trs.
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Denition 6.6 Let R = ( R) be a term rewriting system.

R is a canonical, totally
dened, not strictly sub-uniable term rewriting system, for short ctn-trs, if the following
conditions hold:

1. R is canonical.
2.  = F   and F \  = .
3. Every left hand side is linear in V .
4. Every left hand side has the form f (t1  : : : tn ) where f 2 F (n) and for every i 2 n] :
ti 2 T hi(V ).
5. For every t 2 T hi(V ) : nfR (t) 2 T hi(V ).
L
6. The left hand sides of the rewrite rules in R are pairwise not strictly sub-uni able.
We note that, e.g., every modular tree transducer EV91] is a ctn-trs the class of modular
tree transducer characterizes the class of primitive recursive tree functions Hup78]. An
example of a ctn-trs is shown in Figure 1. Remark, that R denotes the triple (F  R).
As a second example, we present the description of the multiplication by a ctn-trs.

Example 6.7 The term rewriting system R = (F  R), where F = fmult(2) add(2)g
 = f (1) (0)g, and R contains the following rules:

mult( y)
mult( (x) y )
add( y)
add( (x) y)

!
!
!
!


add(y mult(x y))
y
 (add(x y))

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

is a ctn-trs, because it is a modular tree transducer.

L

If we start from a ctn-trs R and we want to compute an ER -uni er of two terms t and s,
then we are not interested in substitutions of the following form x=f (y )], where f 2 F . For
instance, if we have the ctn-trs in Example 6.7 and we want to compute ER-uni ers of the
terms add(x y ) and z , then we are not interested in the minimal ER-uni er z=add(x y )].
In fact, we are interested in ER -uni ers of which the images are elements of T hi. For
instance, we should be able to compute the ER -uni er z= ( ( ())) x= () y= ( ())].
Such an ER -uni er is called a ground (ER )-uni er.

Denition 6.8 Let R = (F  R) be a ctn-trs, let t s

UER (t s)



be an ER -uni er of t and s.

2

T hF  i(V ), and let '

' is an (ER  )-unier of t and s, if ' 2 Sub(V  ).
' is a ground (ER )-unier of t and s, if ' 2 gSub(V  ).
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2

The sets of (ER )-uni ers and of ground (ER  )-uni ers of t and s are denoted by
L
and g U(ER ) (t s), respectively.

U(ER ) (t s)

Similar to the situation of E -uni ers of two terms t and s, we do not have to compute
the whole set g U(ER) (t s), but rather an approximation of it. It suces to compute a
ground complete set of (ER )-uni ers of t and s.

Denition 6.9 (cf. Ech88] page 92) Let

= (F  R) be a ctn-trs. Let t s 2
T hF  i(V ) and let W be a nite set of variables containing V = V (t)  V (s). A set S
of (V  )-substitutions is a ground complete set of (ER )-uniers of t and s away from
W, if the following three conditions hold:
R

1. For every ' 2 S : D(') V and I (') \ W = .
2. S U(ER ) (t s).
3. For every ' 2 g U(ER) (t s) there is a  2 S such that  ER ' (V ).

L

For ctn-trs's, a modi cation of Theorem 5.5 obtained by replacing the narrowing relation
by an arbitrary strategy, is presented in Ech88] in Theorem 3. A ground complete set of
(ER )-uni ers is computed by the universal uni cation algorithm which is implied by
this theorem. We present an instance of this theorem where we choose the strategy of
taking the leftmost outermost narrowing occurrence. Also for lo R we assume that it is
extended to objects of the form (equ(t s) ') in an obvious way.

Theorem 6.10 (cf. Ech88] Theorem 3) Let

R = (F  R) be a ctn-trs. Let t s 2
T hF  i(V ), and let V be the set V (t)  V (s). Let S be the set of all (V  )-substitutions
' such that ' is in S i there exists a derivation by lo R :

(equ(t s) ') lo R (equ(t1 s1 ) '1) lo R (equ(t2 s2) '2) lo R    lo R (equ(tn  sn ) 'n)
where for every i 2 n] : 'i is in normal form, tn and sn are in normal form and uni able
with most general uni er , and ' = ('n  )jV . Then S is a ground complete set L
of
(ER )-uni ers of t and s away from V .
In Figure 6 the leftmost outermost narrowing tree for the term equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 )))
which is associated to a computation of the algorithm implied by Theorem 6.10, is shown,
where the shaded areas do not belong to this tree. Remark that this tree is a part of
Hullot's narrowing tree in Figure 5. Also note that, as in the tree in Figure 5, the branches
are lengthened by the uni cation of the two subterms at the leaves.
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Figure 6: Hullot's leftmost outermost narrowing tree.
;
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7 ER-Unication by Unication-Driven LO-Narrowing
In this section we further increase the eciency of the universal uni cation algorithm
implied by Theorem 6.10, by splitting the uni cations at the front of Hullot's leftmost
outermost narrowing trees into steps which correspond to decomposition steps in the unication algorithm of MM82] and by applying them as early as possible. By means of this
strategy, some derivations that do not yield an (ER  )-uni er, are stopped earlier than
in the algorithm implied by Theorem 6.10. For instance, in Hullot's leftmost outermost
narrowing tree in Figure 6, the in nite tree at the left the root of which is labeled by
equ( ( mi(z2))), is cut, because the subterms are not uni able. For formalizing this
strategy, for every ctn-trs R = (F  R), we introduce a term rewriting system which is
called the equal-part of R. The union of the equal-part of R and R itself is called the
equal-extension of R. Then, roughly speaking, leftmost outermost narrowing is performed
on the basis of the equal-extension of R. This is formalized by the uni cation-driven
leftmost outermost narrowing relation.
We start this section with the de nition of the equal-part and the equal-extension of a
ctn-trs. Then we introduce the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation
and present a theorem which implies a universal uni cation algorithm for the class of
equational theories =ER where R is a ctn-trs. For this purpose, we show that a most
general uni er of two terms t s 2 T hi(V ) can be computed by a derivation by the
uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation which is restricted to the equalpart of the ctn-trs.

7.1 The Equal-Part and the Equal-Extension of a CTN-TRS
We start with the de nition of the equal-part of a ctn-trs R.

Denition 7.1 Let R = (F  R) be a ctn-trs. The equal-part of R, denoted by R(),
is the triple (F^   R()) where



F^ = F  fequg where equ is a new binary symbol.
R() contains, for every  2 (k) with k 0, the rule
equ( (x1 : : : xk ) (xk+1 : : : x2k )) !  (equ(x1 xk+1 ) : : : equ(xk  x2k )):

L

A rule in R() is called an equal-rule. Later we will see that the uni cation of two terms
t s 2 T hi(V ) can be realized by some derivation associated with R(). But the equalrules are also part of the term rewriting system for which we de ne the uni cation-driven
leftmost outermost narrowing relation. The original term rewriting system R enriched by
the equal-part of R is the equal-extension of R.
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Denition 7.2 Let R = (F  R) be a ctn-trs and let R() = (F^   R()) be the
^  R^ ) where R^
equal-part of R. The equal-extension of R, denoted by R^ , is the triple (F
L
is the set R  R().
The enumeration of the rules in R^ is given by the bijection ^ : R^ ! card(R^ )] such that
^ jR = where is the bijection that induces the enumeration of R, and the equal-rules
are enumerated in any arbitrary order (which is irrelevant in the future).
In Figure 7 the rules of the equal-extension R^ 1 = (F^1  1 R^ 1) of R1 (cf. Figure 1) are
shown where F^1 = fsh(2) mi(1) equ(2)g and 1 = f (2) (0)g.

sh( y1)
sh((x1  x2) y1)
mi()
mi((x1 x2))
equ( )
equ((x1 x2) (x3 x4))

!
!
!
!
!
!

y1
sh(x1 (mi(x2) y1))

(mi(x2) mi(x1))

 (equ(x1 x3) equ(x2 x4))

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Figure 7: Set of rules of an equal-extension.
In the following subsection we introduce the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost
derivation calculus.

7.2 The Uni cation-Driven LO-Narrowing Calculus
Roughly speaking, the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation is almost
the same as the leftmost outermost narrowing relation associated with R^ . But there
are the following three dierences between the two relations. Let (t ') be the current
derivation form.
1. The term t = equ(  ( mi(z2))) at the leftmost node in the tree in Figure 6
derives by the leftmost outermost narrowing relation at the leftmost outermost narrowing occurrence 22. But the derivation of the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation stops at this point, because the two direct subterms  and
 ( mi(z2)) cannot be uni ed because of dierent root symbols. Thus, the occurrence " of t is important for further narrowing on t, because the nonuni ability of
the two subterms of t is recognized exactly at this occurrence. In De nition 7.3 we
x this occurrence and call it the important occurrence in t, for short impO(t).
2. If t=impO(t) = equ(zi  zj ) for two variables zi and zj , then, by means of the leftmost outermost narrowing relation, (t ') derives to card() many terms by unifying
t=impO(t) with the left hand sides of the equal-rules. Thus, zi and zj are substituted by the same term which has the form  (zk+1  : : : zk+n ) where  2 (n) . As
mentioned before, the uni cation at the end of Hullot's algorithm is realized by
equal-rules. Thus, the leftmost outermost narrowing relation yields the substitution
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zi= (zk+1  : : : zk+n ) zj = (zk+1 : : : zk+n )] as most general uni er of zi and zj . But
the most general uni er of zi and zj is zi =zj ] (cf. MM82]). To be correct with respect
to the algorithm in MM82], a derivation form (t ') with t=impO(t) = equ(zi  zj )
derives by the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation as follows:
t=impO(t) is replaced by zj , every occurrence of zi in t is replaced by zj , and ' is
composed with the substitution zi =zj ].
3. If t=impO(t) = equ(zi  t0) or t=impO(t) = equ(t0  zi ) where t0 2 T hF  i(V )nV , then
we have to check whether zi occurs in the (  V )-pre x of t0 or not. This check is
called the occur check in uni cation algorithms. In Theorem 5.5 it is done implicitly
during the uni cation of tn and sn at the end of the derivation. But, since in our
algorithm the uni cation is realized by equal-rules, we have to apply the occur check
explicitly. The (  V )-pre x of the term s consists of all occurrences u in s such
that there is no occurrence v which is a pre x of u and which is labeled by a function
symbol. In Figure 8, the (  V )-pre x of the tree  ( ( (z1 ) z2)  (sh( z1) ))
is inside the frame.
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Figure 8: (  V )-Pre x.
Before we introduce the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation, we
de ne some notions which are used in De nition 7.4.

Denition 7.3 Let R = (F  R) be a ctn-trs and let t 2 T hF^  i(V ).


The set of equal occurrences in t, denoted by equO(t), is the set fu 2 O(t) j tu] =



The important occurrence in t, denoted by impO(t), is the occurrence minlex equO(t).
t is in binding form, if timpO(t)1] timpO(t)2] 2 V .
The (  V )-prex of t is the set




equg:

fu 2 O(t) j


there does not exist any v 2 O(t) v u and tv ] 2 F g:

The occur check for t succeeds, if the following conditions hold:
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1. t is not in binding form.
2. timpO(t)i] 2 V for exactly one i 2 2].
3. There exists a u in the (  V )-pre x of t=(impO(t)(3 ; i)) such that
t=(impO(t)(3 ; i))u] = timpO(t)i]

L

Now we are able to present the de nition of the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost
narrowing relation.

Denition 7.4 Let R = (F  R) be a ctn-trs. The unication-driven leftmost outermost
narrowing relation associated with R^ , denoted by u R^ , is de ned as follows: For every
t s 2 T hF^  i(V ) and  0 2 Sub(V  ) : (t ) u R^ (s 0), if t=impO(t) = equ(t1  t2)
where t1  t2 2 T hF  i(V ) and one of the following conditions holds:
1. (t1"] t2"] 2  and t1 "] = t2 "]) or (((t1"] 2  and t2 "] 2 V ) or (t1 "] 2 V and
t2"] 2 )) and the occur check fails for t) and the following three conditions hold:
(a) (equ(t1 t2 ) ') lo R() (t0  '0).
(b) s = '0(timpO(t) t0 ]).
(c)  0 =   '0 .
2. t1 "] t2"] 2 V and the following three conditions hold:
(a) '0 = t1=t2 ].
(b) s = '0(timpO(t) t2 ]).
(c)  0 =   '0 .
3. t1 "] 2 F and the following three conditions hold:
(a) (t1 ') lo R (t0 '0).
(b) s = '0(timpO(t)1 t0 ]).
(c)  0 =   '0 .
4. t1 "] 2= F and t2 "] 2 F and the following three conditions hold:
(a) (t2 ') lo R (t0 '0).
(b) s = '0(timpO(t)2 t0 ]).
(c)  0 =   '0 .

L

Inu the cases 1, 3, and 4, i.e.,uin the case of an application of a rule l ! r 2 R^ , we write
^ l!r . In case 2 we write
^ bm to indicate that the current term is in binding mode.
R
R
In the following example a nonsuccessful derivation and a successful derivation by the
uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation for the equal-extension R^ 1 are
shown (cf. Figure 7 for the set of rules).
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Example 7.5 (a) ER1 -uni cation of the terms sh(z1 ( z2)) and (mi(z1) (z2 )).
u
^ 1(1)
R
u 1
^  (6)
R
u 1
^ 12(3)
R
u 1
^ 1 1(5)
R

(equ(sh(z1  ( z2))  (mi(z1)  (z2 ))) ')
(equ( ( z2)  (mi()  (z2 ))) z1=])
( (equ( mi()) equ(z2  (z2 ))) z1=])
( (equ( ) equ(z2  (z2 ))) z1=])
( ( equ(z2  (z2 ))) z1=])

Here the derivation stops, because the occur check succeeds.
(b) ER1 -uni cation of the terms sh(z1   ( z2)) and  (mi(z1)  (z3 )). Derivation steps
(1)-(4) are analog to those one in (a).
(equ(sh(z1  ( z2))  (mi(z1)  (z3 ))) ')
u
( ( equ(z2  (z3 ))) z1=])
^
u R1
( (  (equ(z4 z3) equ(z5 ))) z1= z2= (z4 z5)])
^ 2(6)
R
u 1
( (  (z3 equ(z5 ))) z1= z2= (z3 z5)])
^
u R1 21bm ( (  (z  )) z = z = (z  )])
1
2
3
^ 1 22(5)
3
R
4

Here the derivation yields the ER1 -uni er z1 = z2= (z3 )].

L

Similar to the reduction relation, the narrowing relation, and the leftmost outermost
narrowing relation, we also de ne an indexed derivation calculus for the uni cation-driven
leftmost outermost narrowing relation. This indexed derivation calculus is called the
unication-driven leftmost outermost narrowing calculus. We choose the set R^  fbmg as
index set where the symbol bm indicates a derivation step of the form u R^ bm . The total
order is implied by the enumeration ^ of the rules in R^ and we de ne bm as the minimal
element of the index set.

Denition 7.6 Let R = (F  R) be a ctn-trs with enumeration on R.




The unication-driven leftmost outermost narrowing calculus of R, denoted by
^  fbmg
Du;narR , is the indexed derivation calculus (T hF^  i(V )  Sub(V  ) (R
u
u
<) ( R^  j  2 R^  fbmg)) for (T hF^  i(V )  Sub(V  ) R^ ) where < is the
total order on R^  fbmg de ned as follows: for every   0 2 R^  fbmg,  <  , if
one of the following conditions hold:
1.  = bm and  0 6= bm
2.  6= bm,  0 6= bm, and ^ ( ) < ^ ( 0).
A unication-driven leftmost outermost narrowing tree of R is a derivation tree L
of
Du;narR :

The uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing tree of R1 for the ER1 -uni cation of
the terms sh(z1  ) and mi( (z2 )) is shown in Figure 3.
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7.3 Uni cation by

u

R()

As an intermediate result between Theorem 6.10 and the intended universal uni cation
algorithm in Theorem 7.9 which is based on the uni cation driven leftmost outermost
narrowing relation, we show in this subsection that the uni cation of two terms t s 2
T hi(V ) can be realized by a derivation by the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost
narrowing relation associated with R().

Lemma 7.7 Let R = (F  R) be a ctn-trs and let t s 2 T hui(V ). t and s are uni able
with most general uni er ' i there exists a derivation by
(equ(t s) ') u R() (t0  ') and t0 2 T hi(V ).

R()

of the following form

Proof: We show that every transformation of the uni cation algorithm in MM82] can
be realized by a derivation by u R() , and vice versa, every derivation by u R() can be
realized by a nite number of transformations of the uni cation algorithm in MM82]. For
this purpose, we rst recall the uni cation algorithm from MM82]. In this algorithm the
uni cation of t and s starts with a set P with one unordered pair ht si. Then, a nite
number of transformations are applied step by step to this set. The transformations are
of the following three forms:

1. If there is an unordered pair hzi  zi i in P , then P is transformed to the set P nfhzi  zi ig.
2. If there is an unordered pair h (t1 : : : tk )  (s1 : : : sk )i in P , then P is transformed
to the set P nfh (t1 : : : tk )  (s1 : : : sk )ig  fht1 s1i : : : htk  sk ig.
3. If there is an unordered pair hzi  si 2 P such that zi does not occur in s, then P is
transformed to '(P nfhzi sig)  fhzi  sig, where ' = zi =s] and the '-image of a set
is de ned as the set of the '-images of its elements.
The algorithm stops, if P is in solved form, i.e., P = fhzi ti i j i 2 n]g where for every
i j 2 n] : zi 6= zj for i 6= j and zi does not occur in any tj . Then, z1=t1 : : : zn=tn ] is the
most general uni er of t and s.
To decrease the number of used notations, we only explain the correspondence of every
transformation of type 1 - 3 with a derivation by u R() . Let (t ') 2 T hF^  i(V ) 
Sub(V  ).
1. A transformation of type 1 corresponds to the derivation (t ') u R() (timpO(t)
zi ] '), because t=impO(t) = equ(zi  zi). Then, the substitution ' is not changed.
2. A transformation of type 2 corresponds to the derivation (t ') u R() (t0  '), where
t0 = timpO(t) (equ(t1 s1) : : : equ(tk  sk ))] and ' is not changed, because
t=impO(t) = equ((t1 : : : tk ) (s1 : : : sk )). Thus, an application of an equal-rule
covers the transformation of type 2.
3. A transformation of type 3 corresponds to the derivation (t ') u R() (t0  '  zi=s]),
where t0 is the term that results from t by replacing every occurrence of zi by s. The
length of this derivation is size(s), because the equal-rules are applied node by node
L
in s.
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The
uni cation of the terms t =  (z1 z2) and s =  ( (z2 ) ) via a derivation by
u
R1 (1 ) is shown in Figure 9 (for R1 and 1 cf. Figure 1). The most general uni er is
 = z1= ( ) z2=].
(equ( (z1 z2 )  ( (z2 ) )) ')
( (equ(z1  (z2 )) equ(z2 )) ')
( ( (equ(z3 z2) equ(z4 )) equ(z2 )) z1= (z3 z4)])
( ( (z2 equ(z4 )) equ(z2 )) z1= (z2 z4)])
( ( (z2 ) equ(z2 )) z1= (z2 )])
( ( ( ) ) z1= ( ) z2=])

u
R ( )(6)
u 1 1
R1 (1 )(6)
u
R ( )bm
u 1 1
R ( )(5)
u 1 1
R1 (1 )(5)

Figure 9: A uni cation by a derivation by u R1 (1 ).
Now we present a theorem which is a simple modi cation of Theorem 6.10 obtained by
replacing the uni cation by a derivation by u R() .

Theorem 7.8 Let R = (F  R) be a ctn-trs. Let t s 2 T hF  i(V ), and let V be the

set V (t)  V (s). Let S be the set of all (V  )-substitutions ' such that ' is in S i there
exists a derivation by lo R :
(equ(t s) ') lo R (equ(t1 s1 ) '1) lo R (equ(t2 s2) '2) lo R    lo R (equ(tn  sn ) 'n)
where for every i 2 n] : 'i is in normal form, tn and sn are in normal form, and there
exists a derivation by u R() :
(equ(tn  sn ) 'n ) u R() (t0  '0)
and ' = '0 jV : Then S is a ground complete set of (ER )-uni ers of t and s away from
V.
Proof: The correctness of Theorem 7.8 immediately follows from Theorem 6.10 and from
L
Lemma 7.7.

7.4 ER-Uni cation by

u

^
R

We nish this section by showing that we can compute a ground complete set of (ER  )uni ers of two terms t and s by derivations by the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost
narrowing relation.

Theorem 7.9 Let R = (F  R) be a ctn-trs. Let t s 2 T hF  i(V ), and let V be the

set V (t)  V (s). Let S be
the set of all (V  )-substitutions ' such that ' is in S i there
u
exists a derivation by R^ :
(equ(t s) ') u R^ (t1  '1) u R^ (t2  '2) u R^    u R^ (tn  'n)
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where for every i 2 n] : 'i is in normal form, tn 2 T hi(V ), and ' = 'n jV . Then S is a
ground complete set of (ER )-uni ers of t and s away from V .
Proof: We show that there exists a derivation

(equ(t s) ') lo R (equ(t0 s0 ) '0) u R() (t  ' )
where t0  s0  t 2 T hi(V ) and '0  ' 2 Sub(V  ) i there exists a derivation

(1)

(equ(t s) ') u R^ (t  ' )
(2)
Furthermore, we show that the lengths of derivation 1 and derivation 2 are equal. Then
from Theorem 7.8 the correctness of the Theorem follows.

Derivation 1 =) Derivation 2
First, we show that for every derivation 1, there exists a derivation 2. For this purpose,
we introduce the function eqpos : T hF  i(V )  T hF  i(V ) ! IN that yields, for two
terms t1 and t2 , the number of occurrences u 2 O(t1 ) \ O(t2 ) where an equal-rule can be
applied or where the subterms t1 =u and t2 =u are in binding form, and such that u is less
with respect to <lex than the leftmost outermost occurrence in O(t1 ) \ O(t2) at which no
equal-rule is applicable. The latter occurrence is denoted by lonotuniocc(t1 t2) and it is
de ned as follows:
minlex fu 2 O(t1) \ O(t2 ) j t1 u] 2 F or t2 u] 2 F or
(t1 u] 2  and t2 u] 2  and t1 u] 6= t2 u]) or
the occur check for equ(t1 u] t2u]) succeedsg
Then eqpos(t1  t2) is de ned as follows:
X
equsteps(t1  t2 u)
fu2O(t1)\O(t2) j

u<lex lonotuniocc(t1 t2 )g

equsteps(t1  t2 u) is the number of equal-rule applications at occurrence u. It is de ned
as follows

8
>< 1  if t1u] t2u] 2  and t1u] = t2u]
equsteps(t1  t2 u) = > n  if i 2 2] : ti 2 V  t3;i 2 T hF  i(V ) and
:
n = card(fw 2 O(t3;i) j w <lex minlex fv j t3;i v ] 2 F gg)

Furthermore, we prove the following Claim by induction on k.

Claim 1 For every k 0 t s 2 T hF  i(V )  2 T hF^  i(V ), and for every '  2
Sub(V  ) : If there exists a derivation
k

( t  s)
(equ(t s) ') lo R (equ(t s ) ') u eqpos
(  )
R()
then there exists a derivation
(equ(t s) ') u kR^+eqpos( t  s) (  ):
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Induction on k:
( t s)
k = 0 : t = t and s = s. We have (equ(t s) ') u eqpos
(  ).
R()
( t  s)
From R() R^ follows (equ(t s) ') u eqpos
(  ).
^
R
k ! k + 1 : There exist t0 s0 2 T hF  i(V )  0 2 T hF^  i(V ), '0  0 2 Sub(V  ), and
there exists the following derivation:
k
( t0  s0 )
(equ(t s) ') lo R (equ(t s) ') lo R (equ(t0  s0 ) '0) u eqpos
( 0   0):
R()

Now we split the derivation by u R() into two derivations: There exist # 2 T hF^  i(V )
'# 2 Sub(V  ), and there exists the following derivation:
k
( t  s)
(equ(t s) ') lo R (equ(t  s) ') lo R (equ(t0  s0 ) '0) u eqpos
(# '#)
R()
u eqpos( t0 

0

eqpos( t 

s );

s)

( 0   0):
There exist #0 2 T hF^  i(V ) '#0 2 Sub(V  ), and there exists the following derivation
by changing the order of applications of rules in the previous derivation:
R()

k
( t s) #0 0 u
(equ(t s) ') lo R (equ(t s) ') u eqpos
(  '# ) R^ (# '#)
R()
u eqpos( t0 

0

eqpos( t 

s );

s)

( 0   0):
Changing the order of the derivation is correct, because in the derivation step (equ(t s ) ')
lo (equ( 0   0 ) '0), a function is applied at the leftmost outermost narrowing occurrence.
R
t s
From the de nition of eqpos it follows that this occurrence is the leftmost outermost
narrowing occurrence in #0 , too. Furthermore, in the case of a function application, the
relations lo R and u R^ yield the same result.
The existence of the following derivation follows from the induction hypothesis:
R()

( t0  s0 );eqpos( t  s)
(equ(t s) ') u Rk^+eqpos( t  s) (#0 '#0) u R^ (# '#) u eqpos
( 0   0):
R()

The existence of the following derivation follows from R() R^ :
0 0
(equ(t s) ') u kR^+1+eqpos( t  s) ( 0   0):

This nishes the proof of Claim 1.
Especially, if k is equal to the length of the derivation by lo R in derivation 1, it follows
that for every derivation 1, there exists a derivation 2.
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Derivation 2 =) Derivation 1
Now we show that for every derivation 2, there exists a derivation 1. For this purpose,
we introduce the function eqapp : T hF^  i(V ) ! IN that yields, for a term t, the sum of
applications of equal-rules and steps started by a term in binding form, in the derivation
by u R^ up to t.
eqapp(t) = card(fu 2 O(t) j u <lex impO(t)g)
Furthermore, we prove the following claim by induction on k.

Claim 2 For every k
derivation

0, 

2

T hF^  i(V ), and 

2

Sub(V  ) : If there exists a

(equ(t s) ') u kR^ (  )
then there exist t  s 2 T hF  i(V ), ' 2 Sub(V  ), and there exists a derivation
k;eqapp( )
( )
(equ(t s) ') lo R
(equ(t s ) ') u eqapp
(  ):
R()

Induction on k:
k = 0 :  = equ(t s),  = '. Thus, eqapp( ) = 0. We have

(equ(t s) ') lo R (equ(t s) ') u 0R() (  ):
k ! k + 1 : There exist  0 2 T hF^  i(V )  0 2 Sub(V  ), and there exists the following
derivation:
(equ(t s) ') u kR^ (  ) u R^ ( 0   0):
From the induction hypothesis it follows that there exists the following derivation:
0;0

k;eqapp(

( )
(equ(t s) ') lo R
(equ(t s ) ') u eqapp
(  ) u R^ ( 0   0):
R()
Now we have to distinguish the following two cases:
Case 1 : eqapp( 0) = eqapp( ). Then, the k +1th derivation step is a function application.
The same function application can be applied to the term equ(t s ) in a derivation step
by lo R . Furthermore, the eqapp( ) derivation steps by u R() work only on occurrences
that are less with respect to <lex than the occurrence where the function is applied. Thus,
there exist t0  s0 2 T hF  i(V ), '0 2 Sub(V  ), and there exists a derivation:
)

k;eqapp( )
( 0)
(equ(t s) ') lo R
(equ(t s ) ') lo R (equ(t0 s0 ) '0) u eqapp
( 0   0):
R()
Then we obtain the following derivation:
k+1;eqapp(

0)

( )
(equ(t s) ') lo R
(equ(t0 s0 ) '0) u eqapp
( 0  0):
R()
Case 2 : eqapp( 0) = eqapp( ) + 1. One
of the cases 1 and 2 in De nition 7.4 is applied
in the added step. In these cases u R^ exactly works as u R() . We get the following
derivation:
0

k;eqapp( )
( )
(equ(t s) ') lo R
(equ(t s) ') u eqapp
(  ) u R() ( 0  0):
R()
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From eqapp( 0 ) = eqapp( ) + 1 follows:
k;(eqapp( 0);1)
( 0)
(equ(t s) ') lo R
(equ(t s) ') u eqapp
( 0   0):
R()

Here we obtain the following derivation:
k+1;eqapp( 0 )
( 0)
(equ(t s) ') lo R
(equ(t s ) ') u eqapp
( 0  0):
R()

Especially, if k is equal to the length of the derivation by u R^ in derivation 2, it follows
that for every derivation 2, there exists a derivation 1. This nishes the proof of Claim L
2.
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8 Deterministic Unication-Driven LO-Narrowing
In this section we formalize a deterministic universal uni cation algorithm for the class
of equational theories =ER where R = (F  R) is a ctn-trs. This algorithm is the formalization of a depth- rst left-to-right traversal through the uni cation-driven leftmost
outermost narrowing tree of R. We choose this strategy, because the strategy that formalizes a breadth- rst left-to-right traversal is to inecient. Whereas the latter strategy
yields a ground complete set of (ER )-uni ers, it is clear that the depth- rst left-toright strategy is not complete: If there is an in nite branch left to a branch that yields
an (ER )-uni er ', then ' is not computed by our strategy. The same problem arises
in deterministic algorithms for SLD-resolution of PROLOG-programs in Llo87]. Here we
de ne the deterministic algorithm to compute at most one (ER )-uni er. At the end of
this section we show that the deterministic universal uni cation algorithm is correct.
We do not introduce the de nition of a derivation calculus for the deterministic uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation. This would make no sense, because this
relation is deterministic. We only introduce the deterministic uni cation-driven leftmost
outermost narrowing relation and its derivation forms.
Roughly speaking, a derivation form represents a path through the uni cation-driven
leftmost outermost narrowing tree starting from its root. Technically, a derivation form
is a word of triples where the rst two components constitutes derivation forms of u R^ .
The additional third component contains an interval which includes the indices of the
rules that are not yet applied. In Figure 10 the derivation form representing the leftmost
branch in Figure 3 is shown.
(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 2 2]) (equ( mi( (z2 ))) z1=] 5 4])
(equ(  (mi() mi(z2))) z1=] 1 0])
Figure 10: A deterministic derivation form.

Denition 8.1 The set of derivation forms of the deterministic unication-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation, denoted by DDF (R^ ), is the set
(T hF^  i(V )  Sub(V  )  I (card(F^ )  card())  (T hi(V )  Sub(V  )):

L

The second set in the union includes the results of the deterministic uni cation-driven
leftmost outermost narrowing relation a result is a pair consisting of a normalform and
an (ER  )-uni er. In the initial deterministic derivation forms, we must distinguish three
cases to be consistent with the usage of deterministic derivation forms in De nition
8.3.
u
If the term t in the rst component is not in binding form and if it derives by R^ , then
the interval contains the indices of the applicable urules. Recall that every index of a rule
is greater than zero. If (t ') does not derive by R^ , then the interval is empty. This is
denoted by 1 0]. In this case, t is not in binding form. To indicate that t is in binding
form, the interval contains only the element 0 which is not an index of a rule.
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Denition 8.2 The set of initial derivation forms of the deterministic unication-driven
leftmost outermost narrowing relation, denoted by initDDF (R^ ), is the union of the following three sets:
1. f(t ' m n]) j t =u equ(s s0) where s s0 2 T hF  i(Vu), t is not in binding form,
(t ') derives by R^ , and m n] = f ^ (l ! r) j (t ') R^ l!r (t0  ')gg:
2. f(t u' 1 0]) j t = equ(s s0 ) where s s0 2 T hF  i(V ), and (t ') does not derive
by R^ g:
L
3. f(t ' 0 0]) j t = equ(s s0) where s s0 2 Vg:
Now we are able to de ne the deterministic uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation.

Denition 8.3 The deterministic unication-driven leftmost outermost narrowing rela-

tion associated with R^ , denoted by d R^ , is de ned as follows: For every 1 2 2 DDF (R^ ) :
1 d R^ 2 , if the following two conditions hold:

1. There are 10 2 DDF (R^ ) (t ') 2 T hF^  i(V )  Sub(V  ), and m n 2 IN such
that 1 = 10 (t ' m n]).
2. 0 < m n (application of a rule): Let (t ') u R^ l!r (t0  '0) and let ^ (l ! r) = m.
(a) If impO(t0) exists and
i. t0 is not in binding form, (t0  '0) derives by u R^ , and m0 n0] =
u
f ^ (l0 ! r0) j (t0 '0) R^ l0 !r0 (t# '
#)g,
then 2 = 10 (t ' m + 1 n])(t0 '0 m0 n0 ]).
ii. (t0  '0) does not derive by u R^ , then 2 = 10 (t ' m+1 n])(t0 '0 1 0]).
iii. t0 is in binding form, then 2 = 10 (t ' m + 1 n])(t0 '0 0 0]).
(b) If impO(t0) does not exist, then 2 = (t0  '0).
0 = m = n (t is in binding form): Let (t ') u R^ bm (t0  '0).
(a) If impO(t0) exists and
i. t0 is not in binding form, (t0  '0) derives by u R^ , and m0 n0] =
u
f ^ (l0 ! r0) j (t0 '0) R^ l0 !r0 (t# '
#)g,
0
0
0
then 2 = 1 (t ' 1 0])(t  '  m0 n0 ]).
ii. (t0  '0) does not derive by u R^ , then 2 = 10 (t ' 1 0])(t0 '0 1 0]).
iii. t0 is in binding form, then 2 = 10 (t ' 1 0])(t0 '0 0 0]).
(b) If impO(t0) does not exist, then 2 = (t0  '0).
L
m > n (backtracking): 2 = 10 .
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Note that the case 0 = m < n does not occur, because m = 0 only if t0 is in binding
form and then n = 0, too. In Figure 11 the derivation by the deterministic uni cationdriven leftmost outermost narrowing relation associated with R^ 1 starting with the triple
(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 1 2]) is shown. The result of this derivation is the leaf
in the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing tree in Figure 3 which is marked
by `success!'.
As mentioned before, the deterministic uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing
relation is not complete, but it is correct.

Lemma 8.4 Let t s 2 T hF  i(V ). If there exists a derivation (equ(t s) ' m n])

d

^
R

(t0  ') where m n] is de ned as in De nition 8.2, then ' is an (ER )-uni er of t and s.
Proof: If (equ(t s) ' m n]) d R^ (t0 '), then (t0  ') is the label of the leftmost leave in
the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing tree of R for (equ(t s) ') which is labeled by an element of T hi(V )  Sub(V  ). Thus, there exists a derivation (equ(t s) ')
u (t0 ') and, by Theorem 7.9, ' is an element of a ground complete set of (E  )^
R
R
uni ers of t and s. From De nition 6.9 it follows that, in particular, ' is an (ER )-uni L
er
of t and s.

In the following remark we discuss how the deterministic uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation can be modi ed to increase its eciency and to compute more
than one (ER  )-uni er.

Remark 8.5 The number of steps in the derivation by the deterministic uni cation-

driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation can be reduced, if the rightmost triple of
the derivation form of d R^ is deleted immediately after the application of the last possible
rule, i.e., if 0 m = n. Roughly speaking, in the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost
narrowing tree, the information of a node is deleted, if we walk to its rightmost son, because
this information is not needed in further backtracking. This modi cation is realized in
the implementation of PROLOG on the Warren Abstract Machine in War83] by the
application of the trust_me_else_fail-instruction. By applying this instruction, a choice
point that indicates the rules which are not yet applied, is deleted, if the last possible rule
is applied.
We can also modify the de nition of the deterministic uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation to compute more than one (ER )-uni er as follows:





A component is added to every derivation form of d R^ that includes the set Eun of
(ER )-uni ers which are computed up to now.
If there is the derivation step 10 (t ' m n]) d R^ (t0 '0), then '0 is put into Eun
and the next (ER )-uni er is computed by starting with the derivation form 2 =
10 (t ' m + 1 n]).
If 2 is the empty word, then Eun is a ground complete set of (ER  )-uni ers,
because the depth- rst left-to-right traversal through the uni cation-driven leftmost
L
outermost narrowing tree is nished.
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d
d
d
d
d
d

d

d

d

^1
R
^1
R
^1
R
^1
R
^1
R
^1
R

^1
R

^1
R

^1
R

d2

^1
R

d2

^1
R

(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 1 2])
(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 2 2]) (equ( mi( (z2 ))) z1=] 4 4])
(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 2 2]) (equ( mi( (z2 ))) z1=] 5 4])
(equ(  (mi() mi(z2))) z1=] 1 0])
(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 2 2]) (equ( mi( (z2 ))) z1=] 5 4])
(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 2 2])
(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 3 2])
(equ(sh(z3  (mi(z4) )) mi((z2 ))) z1= (z3 z4)] 1 2])
(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 3 2])
(equ(sh(z3  (mi(z4) )) mi((z2 ))) z1= (z3 z4)] 2 2])
(equ( (mi(z4) ) mi( (z2 ))) z1= ( z4)] 4 4])
(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 3 2])
(equ(sh(z3  (mi(z4) )) mi((z2 ))) z1= (z3 z4)] 2 2])
(equ( (mi(z4) ) mi( (z2 ))) z1= ( z4)] 5 4])
(equ( (mi(z4) )  (mi() mi(z2))) z1= ( z4)] 6 6])
(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 3 2])
(equ(sh(z3  (mi(z4) )) mi((z2 ))) z1= (z3 z4)] 2 2])
(equ( (mi(z4) ) mi( (z2 ))) z1= ( z4)] 5 4])
(equ( (mi(z4) )  (mi() mi(z2))) z1= ( z4)] 7 6])
( (equ(mi(z4) mi()) equ( mi(z2))) z1= ( z4)] 3 4])
(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 3 2])
(equ(sh(z3  (mi(z4) )) mi((z2 ))) z1= (z3 z4)] 2 2])
(equ( (mi(z4) ) mi( (z2 ))) z1= ( z4)] 5 4])
(equ( (mi(z4) )  (mi() mi(z2))) z1= ( z4)] 7 6])
( (equ(mi(z4) mi()) equ( mi(z2))) z1= ( z4)] 4 4])
( (equ( mi()) equ( mi(z2))) z1= ( )] 3 3])
(equ(sh(z1 ) mi( (z2 ))) ' 3 2])
(equ(sh(z3  (mi(z4) )) mi((z2 ))) z1= (z3 z4)] 2 2])
(equ( (mi(z4) ) mi( (z2 ))) z1= ( z4)] 5 4])
(equ( (mi(z4) )  (mi() mi(z2))) z1= ( z4)] 7 6])
( (equ(mi(z4) mi()) equ( mi(z2))) z1= ( z4)] 4 4])
( (equ( mi()) equ( mi(z2))) z1= ( )] 4 3])
( (equ( ) equ( mi(z2))) z1= ( )] 6 5])
( ( equ( mi(z2))) z1= ( )] 3 4])
( ( ) z1= ( ) z2=])
Figure 11: A derivation by d R^ 1 .
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9 Conclusion
In this paper we have formalized a universal uni cation algorithm for equational theories which are characterized by ctn-trs's. This algorithm is at least as ecient as the
algorithm which is implied by Theorem 3 in Ech88], but sometimes it is more ecient
because many derivation steps which do not yield an (ER )-uni er, are omitted. For this
purpose, we have introduced the uni cation-driven leftmost outermost narrowing relation
which is a combination of uni cation and leftmost outermost narrowing. Furthermore, we
have formalized a deterministic version of our universal uni cation algorithm that formalizes a depth- rst left-to-right traversal through a uni cation-driven leftmost outermost
narrowing tree. Similar to deterministic algorithms for SLD-resolution, the deterministic
universal uni cation algorithm presented in this paper, is not complete, but it is correct.
Two implementations of leftmost outermost reduction for special ctn-trs's which are
called macro tree transducers, are formalized in FV92, GFV91]. In our current research
we modify the implementation in GFV91] to an implementation of the presented deterministic universal uni cation algorithm by adding features for uni cation and backtracking
to the implementation of leftmost outermost reduction FVW92]. As further research investigation, we will modify this implementation to the implementation of a deterministic
universal uni cation algorithm for equational theories which are characterized by modular
tree transducers. Modular tree transducers are ctn-trs's which describe primitive recursive
tree functions.
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